How Doctors Think: How to Embed Clinical Reasoning Skills in an Educational Environment
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Learning Objectives:
1. Identify key concepts of clinical reasoning
2. Illustrate educational strategies to promote clinical reasoning

Brief Overview:
Clinical reasoning skills are not usually explicitly taught to learners, yet are fundamental to medical education. This workshop will illustrate how to identify and implement key clinical reasoning practices into the educational environment in the form of ward attending rounds, case presentations and conferences. JGIM Exercises in Clinical Reasoning contributors will guide the interactive workshop, which will integrate case-based, large and small group discussion.

Summary:
Clinical reasoning, an inherent trait of the expert internist, is the essence of diagnosis and the delivery of safe, effective medical care. Clinician educators are faced with the task of not only using diagnostic reasoning to arrive at the correct diagnosis, but also to find a way to convey their reasoning strategies to novice diagnosticians. Clinical problem solving skills of both trainees and seasoned clinicians evolve over time and are skills that can be learned. Physicians use various clinical reasoning skills with each patient encounter, knowingly or not.

This workshop will provide a basic overview of key clinical reasoning concepts that all clinicians use and expand upon ways to identify and promote them within an educational environment. The large group will provide the hands-on practice of dissecting the thinking process of a seasoned clinician as he/she discusses cases, highlighting some of the most commonly used clinical reasoning concepts, including System 1 and 2 theories and common cognitive errors. The workshop builds on adult-learning principles and social cognitive theory and can help clinician educators incorporate explicit medical decision making and clinical problem solving into their noon conferences, morning reports and ward attending rounds. We will provide resource materials and a list of journals accepting exercises in clinical reasoning as well as illustrate specific techniques to embed these concepts into everyday practice on the wards, in clinic, or facilitating case-based conferences.
Workshop Agenda:

1. Introductions, goals and objectives (5 min)
2. Presentation (15 min): A concise overview of basic clinical reasoning principles, including the dual process theory, diagnostic error and heuristics
3. Large group exercise (25 min): A live demonstration of 2 “think-out loud” clinical problem solving cases based on a monthly presentation at main coordinator’s institution, integrated with comments of the clinical reasoning demonstrated by the discussant from co-presenters and participants. The 2 cases will highlight differing concepts of clinical reasoning, including system 1, system 2, and common cognitive errors.
4. Presentation (10 min): Building from the large group exercise, will reinforce previously taught concepts and expand upon them, highlighting cognitive errors and heuristics and display ways to embed these commonly-used core concepts in an educational environment using “meta-cognition”
5. Small group exercise (25 min): The small group will apply concepts outlined in #4 and brainstorm ways to integrate clinical reasoning into their ward attending rounds, case conferences and morning reports at their own institutions
6. Conclusions and homework (5 min): Presenters will provide concluding remarks and encourage participants to integrate key concepts of clinical reasoning at their home institutions
7. Evaluations (5 min)

Definitions:

- **Clinical Reasoning**: the process of how we reason through data and arrive at a decision
  - Uses both medical knowledge and experience
- **Illness Script**: Summary of a diagnosis including predisposing factors, pathophysiology, clinical findings (i.e. what does a certain disease “look like”?)
  - Based on experience
- **Problem Representation**: One sentence summary defining the specific case in abstract terms (ex: A 50 year-old female with sudden onset pleuritic chest pain, shortness of breath, and hemoptysis after an orthopedic procedure.)
- **Metacognition**: self-awareness of the thinking process
  - Based on the theory that we learn more from reflecting on our experiences than from the actual experiences themselves
- **Dual Process Theory**: a proposed theory of clinical reasoning in which the mind uses two distinct yet integrated “systems” when making decisions
  - **System 1**: based on unconscious reasoning, intuitive, implicit, automatic, requires little effort, quick
  - **System 2**: conscious reasoning, explicit, controlled, high effort, slow, logical
- **Heuristics**: rules of thumb, mental shortcuts or simple decision-making strategies, highly efficient and usually correct
- **Anchoring**: occurs when one locks onto a diagnosis early on and fails to reconsider after receiving contradictory information
- **Availability**: relies on immediate examples that come to mind
- **Premature Closure**: occurs when a diagnosis is accepted before it is fully confirmed
- **Diagnostic Momentum**: occurs when one accepts a diagnostic without any skepticism
  - Deliberate practice: highly structured activity engaged in with the specific goal of improving performance

---

**How can we teach clinical reasoning?**

**Promote metacognition**

- Ask questions that make them think.
  - “Show me how you came to that decision.”
  - “Walk me through your reasoning with ordering that test/study.”
  - “Tell us what made you think about that diagnosis.”
  - “What difference will that test make in your management?”
  - “What are the risks/benefits of the test you want to order?”
  - “What would we do if this test is negative?”

- Help build learner’s illness scripts by asking them to compare and contrast the most likely diagnostic possibilities in the differential.
  - “What are your top 3 differential diagnoses?”
  - Now, let’s go through each one and say why they “fit” or “don’t fit”
  - Now, if you had to pick 1 of these, which would you guess?

- Take a diagnostic time-out.
  - Allow anyone on the team to make this call.

**Promote deliberate practice**

- Use mental practice
  - Morning report: “How would management change if this patient were hypotensive, encephalopathic, etc?”
  - Clinical Problem Solving Conference
  - Clinicopathological Conference (CPC)
  - Simulation
    - Ex: you are called to a room where a patient has become acutely short of breath.
Recommended Readings and References:

Our Top Picks: Fundamentals of Clinical Reasoning

Our Top Picks: How To Teach This Stuff

On the Go: Videos/Online Materials

Resources for Teaching Using a Case-based Approach

Additional References: